Exercise Sheet 4: Structuring Research
Maximilian Marx, Markus Krötzsch
Academic Skills in Computer Science, 2019-05-07, Summer Term 2019

Please prepare exercise 4.3 for the exercise session on 2019-05-14.


1. Summarise the paper in two sentences.
2. Where and when was the paper published?
3. Who are the authors, and what are their affiliations?
4. What is the research question studied? Which solutions are proposed? How is the paper structured? What are the main contributions of the paper?
5. What are the strong points of the work? What are the weak points?
6. What did you find hard to understand? Which further information do you need?
7. Do you know any papers that show similar results?

Exercise 4.2. For each of the papers, answer these questions: What are the hypotheses studied by the authors and how do they evaluate their hypotheses? Is the evaluation methodology adequate? Try to read only as much as you need to answer.


Exercise 4.3. (Homework)
Read the introduction of each of the following papers. How does the “story” evolve over the different versions of the paper? How do structure, presentation, and contributions change?